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VITALAS is an integrated project addressing the issue of digital archiving. The main strategic 
objective is to enable cross-media indexing and retrieval, as well as to design and develop new 
methods that will allow for content aggregation through the automatic annotation of content. 
Another topic that is very important to VITALAS, and which we are addressing in-depth, is 
scalability – the ability of such engines to cope with large amounts of multi-media content. We 
are also looking at the question of how to present search results to the user, how to provide 
interactive and economical search interfaces, and also how to develop interactive search 
mechanisms. 
 
Main achievements in 2008 
 
 

 Towards V2 VITALAS demonstrator 
The Web services oriented architecture of the system provided by EADS via the WebLab open 
source platform, allows a step by step integration of both software components and GUI 
components.  
During the first semester of 2008, VITALAS system V1 was implemented enabling cross-media 
search (combining semantic search, textual and visual concepts search, visual similarity search) 
on a corpus of 10,000 annotated images provided by Belga.  In addition advanced visualisation 
functionality (developed by INA and INRIA) offers the possibility to the user to navigate in the 
corpus using a cluster view interface. A video demonstration is available on VITALAS Web site:  
http://vitalas.ercim.org/content/view/21/1/ 
 
Implementation of system V1+ extends version V1, which was stabilized in November 2008, and 
includes notable improvements: 

- The incremental indexation of images and video crawled by the system on local ftp sites 
provided by the content providers’ partners. 

- Robustification of indexing architecture, which facilitates addition of processing units 
and performs load balancing to index newly obtained material efficiently  

- Possibility to upload an image and search for similar ones in the corpus by visual 
similarity search, 

- Increase of number of visual and textual concepts by a factor 10, 
 

 
The VITALAS system V2, which will be available in February 2009, integrates text, video and 
audio modules. This version will enable audio queries and visual queries, analyse of non-textual 
content in such a manner that textual annotation from audio and visual content analysis can be 
automatically predicted and generated.  
Moreover, considering the large number and different nature of the modules envisaged to be 
integrated into one single system, it was obvious not to underestimate the user interface design 

http://vitalas.ercim.org/content/view/21/1/
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and usability functionalities. Hence, the VITALAS Graphical User Interface has been 
subcontracted to offer to VITALAS V2 a professional brand-new user interface design, profiles 
and preferences facilities, visualisation tools, as well as audio and video support, light boxes and 
relevance feedback.   
 

 Professionally  design graphical user-interface 
 

The second version of the VITALAS GUI provides a novel user interface design for VITALAS 
existing functionalities and incorporates the user interface for the profiles and preferences 
facilities and the visualization tools. To ensure the professional quality of the GUI presented to 
the user, the design has been carried out by a professional design company.  

 
 

 
Figure.1 Welcome page  
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Figure.2 Advanced search 

 
 Establishing Ground Truth for automatic visual concept extraction: 

During the first year of the project, in addition to the analysis of users’ requirements and 
expectations and the elaboration of VITALAS use cases, the “Adapted test corpora” has been 
defined in cooperation with professional annotators from Belga. In the second year we have 
established ground truth for over 100 concepts. 

 
 Second year scientific research  

• Enabling technologies: specification and development of the V2 SoA modules: content 
media indexing (image, audio, video, text), and the new visual local features (interpretable 
interest points, dissociated local features),  

 
• Cross-media indexing (fusion) with the implementation of a state-of-the-art cross-media 

indexing tool (audio, text and visual features; combination using SVM), besides literature 
SOA,  

 
• Cross-media retrieval (Query expressions to represent VITALAS use-cases, initiated search 

log analysis of Belga image collection, coordination of and participation in INEX multimedia 
track) 

 
• Implementation of the second version of the required baseline system to allow integration 

of audio and video components. 
 
• Specification of success criteria, which include evaluation criteria for both the end-user 

system and for the academic evaluation of technical modules. 
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User Involvement, Promotion and Awareness  
 
In February 2008, at IRT premises in Munich, Belga organized the first VITALAS Awareness 
Workshop, entitled ‘A tutorial on next generation multimedia search engines’. The participants 
comprised representatives from the content owners IRT, Belga and INA, and other people within 
their ‘close user community’. The workshop aim was to update them in an interactive, pragmatic 
manner on the latest evolutions on picture -, audio- and video search and (semi) automatic 
annotation engines. Outcomes of this workshop are presented in a deliverable available on the 
Web site. 
 
An important work has also been carried out by these content owners, who produce one of the 
main deliverable of the project, defining the success criteria. 
Based on this report, professional end users are involved in the evaluation of the system.   
 
Dissemination activities carried out in 2008 include: 

- the participation to relevant scientific workshops and conferences, such as TRECVID,… 
- the collaboration with other initiatives or projects, e.g with the joint MUSCLE-VITALAS 

Conference ( February 2008) 
- the participation to related events such as NEM Summit “Towards Future Media 

Internet” (October 2008), ICT’08 (November 2008), where VITALAS video 
demonstration has been presented  

- the production of dissemination materials: poster and brochure,  
- several press releases on Cordis, AlphaGalileo, eStrategies Europe 

 
All these activities are communicated and/or available to the public on the Web site which is 
regularly updated with the reporting of achievements within the project, dissemination of public 
deliverables, and presentation of related thematic events … 
 
In the months to come, it is expected to presents latest research achievements to a Scientific 
Advisory Board, composed of 3 external experts in computer science, signal analysis, human 
computer interaction, video and image search and retrieval. 
 
 
Future Work  
 
The second version V2 of the system provides beyond state-of-the-art components, which will be 
extended and robustified for the last version V3. In addition V3 will enhance and strengthen the 
V2 with a distributed processing framework and will include the final versions of VITALAS 
components. Both V2 and V3 will be used for the user-trials, training and dissemination. 
The major activities to come will be to extend integration and collaboration between partners 
in the VITALAS system in order to robustify and scale up the developed technology. 
 
Furthermore we plan to extend functionality by focusing our research in the following directions: 
• prospection of new methods for generic object recognition,  
• visual thesaurus construction,  
• video visual features and similarity measures,  
• word sense disambiguation,  
• speech indexing  
• similarity search structures.  

 
The consortium will also seek to make novel contributions in cross-media indexing in 
particular cross-media representation and cross-media fusion, and will choose the retrieval 
model whose effectiveness of the ranking component will be measured in international 
benchmarks.  
 
 


